Abstract. There is no unified modeling standard available to the CP community, so constraint programs can not be developed independently from the used CP library. Without such standard, CP applications are difficult to develop and to maintain as also no substantial tool support can be enabled to help here. This hinders a wider use in business. This paper targets platform independent modeling of constraint programs in an object-oriented way. It will be shown how models of constraint programs can be given using software technology standards and further how this standards will enable automated transformations of models into executable source code. Using existing well supported modeling languages can help to increase the acceptance of CP in business applications.
Introduction
In [6] Puget argued for a "model-and-run" paradigm for constraint programming. He proposed to develop a standard file format to express CP models. Such a standard will bring abstraction and independence from the used CP library. This increases maintainability and transparency of constraint programs and can support the integration of CP in business applications. Currently no such standard exists to the CP community.
This work proposes some initial ideas how a modeling standard for CP can be achieved.
• Chapter 2 gives an introduction to Model Driven Architecture (MDA) as a software technology standard for the definition of platform independent models and also their transformation to a specific platform. It will be shown how the Unified Modeling Language (UML) [5] can be extended with profiles to define domain specific semantics.
• UML Profiles can be used to create "CP modeling profiles" for platform independent modeling of constraint programs (chapter 3). The use of CP modeling profiles enables the application of MDA transformation techniques.
This paper refines ideas presented in [9] already. There, Wolf et al. have formally shown how standards like UML and OCL [8] can be used to create well formed models of a constraint problem called Constraint Network Schemata (CNS). This paper considers CNS modeling techniques in the context of MDA.
Model Driven Architecture -MDA
After the introduction of compilers making high-level programming languages available, software technology targets modeling in a general approach. This leads to a process of compiling models to programs, the same way programs can be compiled to machine code.
The OMG had a great influence on this development with the proposal of the Model Driven Architecture in 2001. This proposal addresses a full life-cycle application development as an industry architecture standard, see [3] . The young MDA process accelerated with the support of leading industry partners.
This chapter gives a short introduction to the MDA standard. The first part summarizes what makes out a model in this context. The second part will focus on the transformation of these models.
Meta-Models and UML Profiles
In MDA, every model is defined by a meta-model. All meta-models are specified conform to the Meta Object Facility standard [2] . Models are further separated into Platform Independent Models (PIM) and Platform Specific Models (PSM). The preferred modeling standard for a PIM is the Unified Modeling Language (a meta-model for UML models).
UML is an approach for object oriented modeling. Its generality is a problem, because it is hard to give precise models for software in all its facets. One way to solve this is to add domain specific semantics. UML provides three extensibility mechanisms to do this: stereotypes, tagged values and constraints.
Stereotypes and tagged values can be defined as new modeling elements. They do not extend the structure but add semantics to existing model elements. While stereotypes can be used as a meta-class to mark elements, a tagged value gives an explicit definition of a name-value pair. A set of stereotypes and tagged values will produce a UML Profile. A profile defines the semantics and usage of these elements. Model constraints in form of a textual language enrich model elements with semantic conditions or restrictions. The used language is arbitrary. At the moment OCL is often used as a model constraint language.
These extensions help to create models with rich semantics for a considered domain. Their usage in the CP context is explained in chapter 3.
Transformations and Code Generation Besides defining models MDA is also a standard for model to model transformation. Several transformations can be combined to a transformation-chain, see figure 1. After all, the process can end up in the most platform specific model -the source code.
There is a growing number of tools providing an MDA framework (overview in [4] ). Example 1 summarizes how these tools handle code generation to illustrate MDA transformations. These patterns define what activity has to be invoked when a model element of Fig. 1 . MDA transformation the meta-model's type is encountered. Dependent from the used tool, this can be the application of a script, a template or an abstract template.
These procedures differ in behavior and generation power. Where a template language will produce textual output directly, scripting languages (like Basic) and abstract template languages can produce an in-memory-representation as a model object at first. The in-memory-representation is more flexible because all properties can be edited before textual output is produced. 
CP Modeling Profiles
The last chapter gave a sketch of the MDA standard. Its application to the domain of constraint programming is discussed now. Therefore the next example shows, how constraint models can be given with UML and its extensibility mechanisms.
Example 2. Figure 3 shows simple models of a factory (left) and a CP-library (right). The factory model contains the structure elements of the problem representing real-world objects. Here we have available machine times (MachineTime) Fig. 3 . Models of a Factory using a CP -library and production tasks (ProductionTask) to be scheduled in them. The CPlibrary model is a template for available CP-elements. These CP-elements are added as attributes to structure elements giving the specification of the constraint problem. In this case SingleResource 1 , Task and Domain are taken from the CP-library template and are added to MachineTime and ProductionTask. Now, the UML extensions are used as follows: Stereotypes separate the CPelements from the structure elements, expressed with <<CPConstraint>> and <<Entity>> for example. The stereotype <<Entity>> is used to handle persistent data storage 2 for this classes what specifies the input and output of the constraint program. The relations between CP-elements and such input is established by model constraints with OCL, used here to define invariants for equalities between objects. The invariant: resource.tasks=prodTasks.task in MachineTime expresses which tasks have to be constrained by resource. Further the invariant: task.start.dom=start and task.duration=duration in ProductionTask defines which elements of this class become the task property and create the CP element task.
Tagged Values are added for further specifications. For example, the tag index for machineID specifies that this attribute is an index for a database table storing MachineTime-objects. Also the tag searchable for the attribute start could mark this element for inclusion in an underlying search strategy. In addition the tag sourceType can lead to automated transformation of input values, here from type Date to a CP data type Domain.
A constraint model as defined in example 2 is very similar to a Constraint Network Schema introduced in [9] . As an extension to CNS the explicitly given CP-library, stereotypes and tagged values were added.
Obviously, this simple example provided some ideas only. Neither does it cover all aspects of modeling constraint programs nor are transformations for all of the given semantics available. The main problem here is the use of an existing code base -the CP library. This requires the dynamic creation of library elements during runtime. Modeling of such behavior is not fully supported in the current UML standard and available transformation techniques. Anyhow, the explicit knowledge of an underlying CP-library and the restriction to the domain of CP can help to create expressive models of constraint programs. Furthermore, MDA automation processes for parts of the model in example 2 are present already, i.e. persistent data storage.
However, before transformation rules can be developed to generate executable constraint programs a concise standardized model specification has to be defined for the domain of CP. The author proposes to adopt UML profiling techniques to create such model specification, see figure 4 . Therefore a set of stereotypes, tagged values and model constraints must be defined (as seen in figure 3 ). Together with the model of a CP-library this can be used as a model template -a CP modeling profile. But having one such template to model all aspects of CP will complicate the development process also. To simplify standardization CP modeling profiles can be developed successively for specialized purposes. Take scheduling problems for example. A CP modeling profile for scheduling will contain special global constraints and search-strategies well suited to this application field, like the SingleResource-constraint in figure 3 . This does not restrict the model because CP modeling profiles could be combined the same way UML profiles can be combined already. Available MDA tools can then be used for the generation of executable constraint programs out of models using these profiles.
It depends on the expressiveness of the model as also on the quality of the used transformation rules, whether such improvements bring a "model-and-run" functionality. If this can not be achieved in a first attempt, code generation will bring at least a "model-generate-code-and-run" approach, what is a flexible solution for the beginning. As a great benefit of using available software technology standards the process can participate from their advances in future.
In [7] Schlenker and Ringwelski presented POOC as an object oriented programming syntax for finite domain constraint solver. POOC can be used as a Java package to develop constraint programs independently from a CP-library. Libraries can be easily integrated by implementing POOC's interface and will then be bound during runtime.
Frank et al presented META-S in [1] as a unifying framework to combine different solvers into one global solution strategy. This is very useful when problems require support from solvers of different CP-domains like linear equation solvers or finite domain solvers.
Both META-S and POOC achieve abstraction with meta-programming where META-S focuses more on strategy than platform independence. Although these approaches differ from the ideas discussed here they demonstrate that abstraction from the used CP-library is possible what encourages the author's hope for a successful application of MDA techniques to CP.
As a summary, Model Driven Architecture can be seen as a chance to develop a general modeling approach for Constraint Programming -making a "modeland-run" paradigm possible. If this will be achieved, CP applications can be developed with well supported and widely used modeling standards. Using such standards can increase acceptance and usability of constraint programs in business applications.
